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SESSION HANDOUT 
 
 

Presenter 
Aileen & Alfredo Padilla 
 
 

Schedule 
20 min: Introduction. Basic Steps and Variations Practice. 
1 hr 20 min: Master Class using music described on session profile, emphasizing the ZUMBA formula, 
formula fusion and using “very easy to follow” steps for the first half of the song and letting it go (full strength 
and range of motion) on the second half of the song.   
20 min: Final wrap-up/Q&A 
(Total: 2 hours) 
 
 

Session Objective 
 Demonstrate how any music, especially pop music from the 1980’s and 1990’s from Latin America, 

can spice up your classes.  

 Learn another approach on how to cater all different sets of skills in your classes from real 
beginners all the way to advanced students.  

 Grasp how one can become the piano, the trumpets, the percussions, and any instrument defying 
the ordinary. 

 Emphasize the use of breaks, those mini parts that happen in many songs in less than a second.  
 
 

History & Background 
Latin Pop is one of the most popular Latin music genres today. However, before the arrival of artists like 
Shakira and Ricky Martin, Latin Pop first reached a global audience through the work of bandleader Sergio 
Mendes in the mid-1960s; in later decades, was defined by the romantic music that legendary artists such 
as Julio Iglesias and Roberto Carlos produced back in the 1970s 
 
Latin Pop became the most popular form of Latin music in the United States during the 1980s and 1990s, 
even achieving massive crossover success among non-Latino listeners during the late 1990s. While not 
restricted to America by any means, Latin pop was profoundly affected by production techniques and other 
styles of music -- both Latin and otherwise -- that originated primarily in the United States. Tejano music, 
centered in Texas and the U.S./Mexico border region, had begun to introduce synthesizers, slicker 
production, and a more urban sensibility to formerly rootsy styles like norteño and conjunto. Moreover, New 
York and Miami were home to thriving Latin club scenes, which during the 1980s led to the rise of Latin 
freestyle, a club-oriented dance music that was rooted in Latin rhythms but relied on synthesizers and drum 
machines for most of its arrangements. Both of these sounds influenced the rise of Latin pop, which 
retained Latin rhythms in its uptempo numbers but relied more on mainstream pop for its melodic sense. 
Latin pop's first major crossover star was Gloria Estefan, who scored a succession of non-club-oriented 
dance-pop hits during the mid- to late 1980s, but who eventually became known more as an adult 
contemporary diva with an affinity for sweeping ballads. 
 
This blend of Latinized dance-pop and adult contemporary balladeering dominated Latin pop through the 
1990s; most of its artists sang in Spanish for Latino audiences, although Latin pop's similarity to the 
mainstream helped several performers score crossover hits when they chose to record in English. Jon 
Secada landed several pop hits during the mid-1990s, and Tejano pop star Selena's album Dreaming of 
You actually debuted at number one on the album charts upon its 1995 release (although, sadly, her 
success was posthumous). However, that was nothing compared to Latin pop's commercial explosion in 
1999, thanks to well-crafted, mostly English-language crossover albums by ex-Menudo member Ricky 
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Martin (already a star among Spanish-speaking audiences) and actress Jennifer Lopez. 
 
With the most diverse music Latin America had a time where huge young following was created by bands 
such as Menudo in the early 1980s due in part to music television shows and the need for something 
different, in the need for dance. Along came a series of rock bands and solo singers who wanted to express 
themselves and move the crowds. The time was all about dance to new sounds, new rhythms and to 
express happiness. 
 
Latin pop is a popular style and there are several artists and groups who perform in the genre. Notable ones 
include Menudo, Mana, Timbiriche, Flans, Fandango, Vilma Palma Evampiros, La Cuca, The Sacados, 
Martha Sanchez, El General just to name a few. 
 
 

Application of the Zumba® Formula 
The ZUMBA formula is very simple to apply, once you have really listened to a song several times and you 
are able to identify its different segments. If you are not able to recognize its segments then you need to 
listen to it more.  
 
When teaching ZUMBA Fitness we don’t count to change the step so it is imperative to learn how to 
recognize segments and when any segment changes we change the step. This means that we use the 
author and producer’s creativity to choreograph our moves. This eventually brings more freedom and at the 
same time brings out our personality, our style and our own very unique flavor. 
 

 
Basic Steps & Variations 
We will review these steps in the introduction and basic steps practice section of the session schedule. 
 
Song: Me Vale (Mana) 
Verse: 
This following combo repeats three times the first half of the song and two times on the second half of the 
song. 
- Step Front with Right Walking Forward – Use Left to do the same. 3 Times with high knees. 
- Hip-Hip-Hip with shoulders. Prepare with swing to walk to the back 
- Step Front Right Walk Backwards – Other Foot (Same). 3 Times with high knees. 
- Hip-Hip-Hip with shoulders. Prepare with swing to walk forward 
 
Bridge: 
- Kick with Right leg in front of Left leg step back kick with left in front of right cross bring back right cha-cha-
cha and start all over. This is a 3 1/2 on tempo step. 
 
Chorus: 
- Cha-cha-cha right to the front body facing left. Cha-cha-cha to the back left foot to the back body faces 
left. We will use our arms with this fun Menudo move! 
 
Song: Subete a Mi Moto (Menudo) 
- Part 1: Clap and move the shoulders while balancing to the sides 
  Step 1 - (Lambada Step) Step 1-2-3 in place then kick to side. Do the same with other side. 
  Step 2 - Feet together move heels to one side together then toes to the same side using jelly-fish-like 
arms. 
 
- Part 2: We do the same but now we change the starting leg 
  Step 1 - Reggaetton 2-Step Fitness Variation (We will included some variations here) 
  Step 2 – Double-single-single step using shoulders then again double-single-single starting with opposite 
leg traveling to the front. Travel to the back with doubles using arms. 
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Choreo Notes 
Each Movement listed below contains the basis movement, arm variation, Beat/Rhythmic/Directional 

Variation (if applicable) and a Fitness/Athletic Variation. 
 

“ El Esqueleto” – Victimas del Doctor Cerebro 

Movement Arm Variation Beat/Rhythmic/Directional Variation Fitness/Athletic Variation 
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“Mi abuela” – Noise Reaction 

Movement Arm Variation Beat/Rhythmic/Directional Variation Fitness/Athletic Variation 

    

    

    

    

 

 

Recommended Music 
1. Ritmo de la Noche (The Sacados) 
2. Funkete (El General) 
3. Solo Se Víve una Vez (Monica Naranjo) 
4. Súbete a Mi Moto (Menudo) 
5. Claridad (Menudo) 
6. Autos, Moda y Rock n' Roll (Fandango) 
7. El Esqueleto (Victimas del Doctor Cerebro) 
8. Mi Abuela (Noise Reaction) 
9. Me vale (Mana) 
10. La Ingrata (Café Tacvba) 
11. La Negra Tomasa (Caifanes) 
12. Chica yeye (Martha Sanchez) 
13. El Noa Noa (Juan Gabriel) 
14. Maria (Vico-C) 
15. Pachuco (Maldita Vencindad y Los Hijos) 
16. Perdido en un Barco (Mana) 
17. Pata Pata (El General) 
18. La Papá Sin Catsup (Gloria Trevi) 
19. La Culebra (Banda Machos) 
20. No Puedo Mas (Calo) 
21. El Son del Dolor (La Cuca) 


